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LMNtal is a graph rewriting language intended for hierarchical non-directed graphs
and enables simple modeling of concurrent systems. SLIM is a runtime system of
LMNtal and provides both state-space construction and model checking features.
LMNtal has a simple syntax and a strict semantics. However, its current rewrite
rules force us to specify the numbers of processes that appear both in the LHS and
the RHS. This causes somewhat limited expressivity of LMNtal.
The state transition of LMNtal is performed by rewrite rules, and the execution
consists of pattern matching and rewriting. This study aims to enable intuitive ex-
pression in LMNtal by avoiding users’ complex model transformation and to improve
modeling ability of LMNtal by enabling the description of more generalized rewrite
rules. Specifically, we introduce pattern matching whose hierarchical structure of
quantification is equivalent to ∀X∃Y . We also introduce the mechanism and the
syntax to rewrite all extracted graphs from the pattern matching in one step.
This thesis describes the results below. First, we designed and introduced the Non-
existence Syntax which allows us to represent negation in LMNtal. This enabled
the expression of quantification ∀X∃Y in LMNtal by an equivalent quantification
¬∃X¬∃Y and introducing the concept of universal quantification in pattern matching.
Second, we discussed the semantics of universal quantification for the rewriting of
graphs which LMNtal operates on. Furthermore, to improve the expressivity of state
transition, we designed and implemented the Universal Quantification Syntax, which
is applicable not only in pattern matching but in rewriting, into SLIM. We showed
the practicality of the introduced constructs by modeling Petri Nets, the concurrent
computation model which became expressible by the Universal Quantification Syntax.
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? 2? LMNtal 5
????
P ::= 0 ???
| p(X1, . . . , Xm) (m ≥ 0) ?????
| P, P ????
| {P} ???
| T :- T ?????
??????????
T ::= 0 ???
| p(X1, ..., Xm) (m ≥ 0) ?????
| T, T ????
| {T} ???
| T :- T ?????
| @p ???????
| $p[X1, . . . , Xm|A] (m ≥ 0)????????
| p(∗X1, . . . , ∗Xm) (m ≥ 0) ???????
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2.2.2 ??????????
???????????????????????????????????????
????? $p[X1, . . . , Xm|A]??????????????????????????








LMNtal????????? 2.2????P [Y/X]????? P ???????? X
???? Y ???????????????? E4 ????????????????
???????????????????????E7 ?? E10 ????? = ????
?????????????????
2.3.2 ????
LMNtal ??????? 2.3 ???????? R6 ???????????????
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(E1) 0, P ≡ P
(E2) P,Q ≡ Q,P
(E3) P, (Q,R) ≡ (P,Q), R
(E4) P ≡ P [Y/X] ??? X ? P ???????
(E5) P ≡ P ′ ⇒ P,Q ≡ P ′, Q
(E6) P ≡ P ′ ⇒ {P} ≡ {P ′}
(E7) X = X ≡ 0
(E8) X = Y ≡ Y = X
(E9) X = Y, P ≡ P [Y/X] ??? P ????? X ? P ???
????
(E10) {X = Y, P} ≡ X = Y, {P} ??? X ? Y ??????????
? P ???????
? 2.2 LMNtal???????
(R1) P −→ P ′
P,Q −→ P ′, Q
(R2) P −→ P ′{P} −→ {P ′}
(R3)
Q ≡ P P −→ P ′ P ′ ≡ Q′
Q −→ Q′
(R4) {X = Y, P} −→ X = Y, {P} ???X ? Y ? {X = Y, P}???
????
(R5) X = Y, {P} −→ {X = Y, P} ??? X ? Y ? P ???????
(R6) Tθ, (T :- U) −→ Uθ, (T :- U)
? 2.3 LMNtal?????










Head :- Guard |Body
Guard ?? Head ????????????????????????int ??float






• ???????? {}????????????? name{}???????









? SLIM LMNtal IMplementation???????? C++?????????????















??????? instructionlist ????? []??????????
findatom [-dstatom, srcmem, funcref ]









deref [-dstatom, srcatom, srcpos, dstpos]
???? srcatom ?????? srcpos ???????????????????
?? dstpos ???????????????????????? dstatom ???
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?????????????????????
func [srcatom, funcref ]
???? srcatom ??????????? funcref ?????????????
????????????????
lockmem [-dstmem, freelinkatom, memname]




???? atom1 ????????? atom2 ????????????????
???????????????????????
neqmem [mem1, mem2]
???? mem1 ??????? mem2 ??????????????????
?????????????
removeatom [srcatom, srcmem, funcref ]
???? srcmem ???????????? funcref ?????? srcatom ??
????
newatom [-dstatom, srcmem, funcref ]
???? srcmem ?????????? funcref ?????????dstatom ??
????
newlink [atom1, pos1, atom2, pos2, mem1]
???? mem1 ???????????? atom1 ?????? pos1 ?????
??? atom2 ?????? pos2 ????????????
proceed []
?????????????????????????????????????
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??????????????????????????????
not [instructionlist]
??? instructionlist ????????????????????????? not
















+X? ’+’(X)????????????????????? ’+’?????? ’-’??
????????LMNtal?????? a={}??????????? a(X),+X????
’+’ ??????????????????????????????? ’+’ ????
??????








???? new ????????????????????????hlink ?? unary
???????????int?? float??string?????????
?? Head :- new(X1), . . . , new(Xi) | p(X1), . . . , p(Xi)
??? p(H) :- hlink(H) | Body
?? p(H1), p(H2) :- H1 >< H2
????? p(H1) :- H2 = num(H1) | Body
?? p($x), p($x) :- Body
? 2.4 HyperLMNtal????????????
2.7 ????
LMNtal ???????? [4] ????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????? A,B,C?????A??? B??A??? C?? 2??
???????⊸??? B? C?????????? A?????? 2???????
LMNtal ??????????????? FlatLMNtal ??????????????
??? 2.5???????????????? JP K? LMNtal???? P ??????
???????????
LMNtal???? T :- U ?????? !∀(JT K⊸ JUK)?????????????
∀? T ??? U ????????????????????????????????
?????????????????
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∀xP (x)?????????? ∀??????????????????????∀xP (x)
???????????????? x???? P (x)????????????? P (x)?
??????
3.1.1 ???????????






∀(x ∈ A)P (x) ≡ ∀x(x ∈ A→ P (x)) (3.1)
∃(x ∈ A)P (x) ≡ ∃x(x ∈ A ∧ P (x)) (3.2)















??????????????????????? Negation as Failure[2]?????










3.1.1??????????? 1? a?????? 1? b?????????????
?????????1? b?????????? 1? a???????????????




????????????? 3.1???????? T ∈ $p????????????
??? T in $p???????????
Rule ::= T :- [Neg |] T.
Neg ::= ![Neg] | ![In] | Neg,Neg
In ::= T ∈ $p | In, In
? 3.1 ??????
![T ∈ $p]??????? $p???????????? T ????????? Guard




¬∃P ($p ≡ (V θβ , P ))
(T :- ![V ∈ $p] | U), T θα → (T :- ![V ∈ $p] | U), Uθα
? 3.2 ??????????????????
? 3.2??????Neg? 1??????????????????????? $p?
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c(Cond)
(T :- Cond | U), T θα → (T :- Cond | U), Uθα
c(Cond) =

∃P ($p ≡ (V θβ , P )) (Cond = V ∈ $p)
¬c(Cond1) (Cond = ![Cond1])
n∧
i=1















:- ![ok in $self], ![a(X) in $self, ![X=b in $self]] | ok.
?? LMNtal ??????????????????? ok ???????????? 1
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??????? 1? a????? 2????????????????b(a,a)????
????? 2?? a???? b????????????????????
??????????? b(a,a)????? 1??????????????????
???a(L1), a(L2), b(L1,L2)??????????a(L1)? a(X)????a(L2)? a(Y)
?????????????????b(L1,L2)? b(X,Y)??????????? a(L2)
? a(X)????a(L1)? a(Y)?????????????????b(L1,L2)? b(X,Y)

























??????? ∀xP (x)? ¬∃x¬P (x)??????????? x?????????
??????????????LMNtal??????????????????????
????????????????????










??????? a ???? b ?????????????????????????
???????????????? 4.1??????????1???? 4??????
????????5???????????????????????????????




2 /* ???????????? */.
3 a :- b.
4 }.
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4.4.1 Petri Net???
Petri Net N ??????????
• Place??? S
• S ∩ T = φ???? transition??? T
• F ∩ (S × S) = F ∩ (T × T ) ̸= φ???? arc????????? F?
F ⊆ (S ∪ T )× (S ∪ T )
Arc????????????????? place??? transition??????????
??Place? transition????? S ∪ T ??? (elements)????
Petri Net????????place???transition????arc??????????





? 4.1 Petri Net??
????Petri Net N ??? x?????x?????pre-set?∗x????????
????
∗x = {y ∈ N | (y, x) ∈ FN}
?? x?????post-set?x∗ ????????????
x∗ = {y ∈ N | (x, y) ∈ FN}
????? 4.1?????t1? pre-set? {s3}????s1? post-set? {t2}????
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4.4.2 Transition??????
Petri Net ??????????markings???????????????????




 m(s)− 1 (s ∈
∗t− t∗),
m(s) + 1 (s ∈ t∗ − ∗t),
m(s) (otherwise)
?????????????place s ?? m(s) ?? token????????? 4.1 ?
Petri Net??????????????? 4.2??????????transition t???
??? arc??? place????????? 1?? token?????t?????????
t???????t?????? arc?????? place ∗t?? token? 1??????t
???? arc?????? place t∗ ? token? 1????????
? 4.2?????t1? t2????????????? t2?????????????
















??????????? LMNtal ?????? 5.1 ????????????????
?????
??????????????????????????????? T :- T ??
RH :- RB ???????????????? Head? Body???????????
???????????????Head ? Body ?????????????????




∀T [∈ $p] as#L ∃T [∈ $p] :- ∀#L ∃T [∈ $p]
??? [ ] ??????????????∀?∃?∈ ????????????????
forall?exists?in??????
#L ??????∀T ∈ $p????????????Body ????????????
Body???????????Head???????????????????????
???????????????????????
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P ::= 0
| p(X1, . . . , Xm) (m ≥ 0)
| P, P
| {P}
| RH :- RB
RH ::= T
| RH,RH
| ∀T ∈ PC as#L ∃T ∈ PC
RB ::= T
| RB,RB
| ∀#L ∃T ∈ $p
PC ::= $p[X1, . . . , Xm|A] (m ≥ 0)
T ::= 0
| p(X1, ..., Xm) (m ≥ 0)
| T, T
| {T}
| RH :- RB
| @p
| PC
| p(∗X1, . . . , ∗Xm) (m ≥ 0)
A ::= [ ]
| ∗X
? 5.1 ??????????????? LMNtal??
??????????? Head?Body??????????????????Head?
Body?????????????????????????
∀T as#L ∃U :- ∀#L ∃V
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• ??????forall??????????????????????????
????????????
forall a(X) as #a1 exists b(X) :- forall #a1 exists c(X).
????????? a(X)???? b(X)??????????????? a(X)? X=b
?????????????? b(X)? c(X)???????????????????





∀T [∈ $p] as#L ∃U [∈ $q] :- ∀#L ∃V [∈ $r]
????run pattern matching(T, $p,processes) ??????? T ???????
??? $p ????????????? processes ???????????????
???? rewrite(T,U, Tθ) ??LMNtal ??????R6?????? (T :- U), T θ ?
(T :- U), Uθ ???????? Uθ ??????????????????
Algorithm 1 ???????????????????????????
while processes← run pattern matching(T, $p, []) do
processes← run pattern matching(U, $q, processes)





while processes← run pattern matching(T, $p, []) do
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????Algorithm1 ????? run pattern matching ?????????????




list of processes← []
while processes← run pattern matching(T, $p, []) do
processes← run pattern matching(U, $q, processes)
if pattern matching of U failed then
return false
end if
push processes to list of processes
processes← []
end while
while processes← pop from list of processes do
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5.3.1 ????














forallpush??? instructionlist1 ????????????????? struct
? forallpush? dststruct ?????????
existscommit [struct]
forallpush ??? instructionlist2 ?????????????????
struct ? forallpush ? dststruct ?????????????????????

































































































??????????????????????? [6]?? state model???????
??????????????????????????? LMNtal ????????
????
LMNtal ????????????????????? 6.1 ?????????
element??????????
element ???????????????? state ?? state ???????
transition ???????????????? current ?????? state ???





























? 6.1 ???????? LMNtal??????????
??current???? element??????? state?? 1????????????
?????? desired??????????? current??????????????
element????? current???? desired?????? state????????
???????
current ???? state ?? + ????? transition ?? - ??????
transition ?? + ????? state ?? - ??????????????????
transition?? current????????1??????? state???????
? 6.1???????? element??? state??????? transition????










































? 6.2 ???????? LMNtal??????????
?????? 6.1 ???????????? LMNtal??????????
1 element{
2 state{+SRC, current, $p},
3 transition{-SRC, +DST, $q},
4 state{-DST, $r},
5 $s}.
6 :- ![dep(DEP) in $q]
7 | element{
8 state{+SRC, $p},
9 transition{-SRC, +DST, $q},




14 state{+SRC, current, $p},




19 :- ![+REF in $p1,
20 ![element{state{current, ref(REF), $t}, $u} in $self]]
21 | element{
22 state{+SRC, $p},
23 transition{-SRC, +DST, dep(DEP), $q},
24 state{-DST, current, $r},
25 $s},








4 spec [2, 2]
5 --memmatch:
6 spec [1, 19]
7 anymem [1, 0, 0, "element"]
8 norules [1]
9 anymem [2, 1, 0, "state"]
10 findatom [3, 2, ’current’_0]
11 findatom [4, 2, ’+’_1]
12 deref [5, 4, 0, 1]
13 func [5, $in_2]
14 deref [6, 5, 0, 0]
15 func [6, $out_2]
16 deref [7, 6, 1, 1]
17 func [7, $out_2]
18 deref [8, 7, 0, 0]
19 func [8, $in_2]
20 deref [9, 8, 1, 0]
21 func [9, ’-’_1]
22 lockmem [10, 8, "transition"]
23 norules [10]
24 findatom [11, 10, ’+’_1]
25 deref [12, 11, 0, 1]
26 func [12, $in_2]
27 deref [13, 12, 0, 0]
28 func [13, $out_2]
29 deref [14, 13, 1, 1]
30 func [14, $out_2]
31 deref [15, 14, 0, 0]
32 func [15, $in_2]
33 deref [16, 15, 1, 0]
34 func [16, ’-’_1]
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35 lockmem [17, 15, "state"]
36 norules [17]
37 neqmem [17, 10]
38 not[[
39 findatom [18, 10, ’dep’_1]
40 proceed []
41 ]]
42 commit ["test", 0]
43 removeatom [3, 2, ’current’_0]
44 dequeueatom[3]











56 spec [2, 2]
57 --memmatch:
58 spec [1, 37]
59 anymem [1, 0, 0, "element"]
60 norules [1]
61 anymem [2, 1, 0, "state"]
62 findatom [3, 2, ’current’_0]
63 findatom [4, 2, ’+’_1]
64 deref [5, 4, 0, 1]
65 func [5, $in_2]
66 deref [6, 5, 0, 0]
67 func [6, $out_2]
68 deref [7, 6, 1, 1]
69 func [7, $out_2]
70 deref [8, 7, 0, 0]
71 func [8, $in_2]
72 deref [9, 8, 1, 0]
73 func [9, ’-’_1]
74 lockmem [10, 8, "transition"]
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75 norules [10]
76 findatom [11, 10, ’+’_1]
77 deref [12, 11, 0, 1]
78 func [12, $in_2]
79 deref [13, 12, 0, 0]
80 func [13, $out_2]
81 deref [14, 13, 1, 1]
82 func [14, $out_2]
83 deref [15, 14, 0, 0]
84 func [15, $in_2]
85 deref [16, 15, 1, 0]
86 func [16, ’-’_1]
87 lockmem [17, 15, "state"]
88 norules [17]
89 neqmem [17, 10]
90 findatom [18, 10, ’dep’_1]
91 not[[
92 deref [19, 18, 0, 1]
93 func [19, $in_2]
94 deref [20, 19, 0, 0]
95 func [20, $out_2]
96 deref [21, 20, 1, 1]
97 func [21, $in_2]
98 deref [22, 21, 0, 0]
99 func [22, $out_2]
100 deref [23, 22, 1, 1]
101 func [23, $out_2]
102 deref [24, 23, 0, 0]
103 func [24, $in_2]
104 deref [25, 24, 1, 0]
105 func [25, ’+’_1]
106 lockmem [26, 24, "dependency"]
107 norules [26]
108 findatom [27, 26, ’+’_1]
109 neqatom [27, 25]
110 deref [28, 27, 0, 1]
111 func [28, $in_2]
112 deref [29, 28, 0, 0]
113 func [29, $out_2]
114 deref [30, 29, 1, 1]
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115 func [30, $out_2]
116 deref [31, 30, 0, 0]
117 func [31, $in_2]
118 deref [32, 31, 1, 1]
119 func [32, $out_2]
120 deref [33, 32, 0, 0]
121 func [33, $in_2]
122 deref [34, 33, 1, 0]
123 func [34,’ref’_1]
124 lockmem [35, 33, "state"]
125 neqmem [35, 42]
126 not[[







134 commit ["test", 0]
135 removeatom [3, 2, ’current’_0]
136 dequeueatom[3]











? 5 ???????????? LMNtal ? Petri Net ??????????? 6.2 ?
??????????????? 6.3???????????????????????
???????????? 1????????????????????????????
























? 6.3 6.2????? Petri Net? LMNtal??????
?????? 6.3 ? 6.2???????? Petri Net?????
1 transition(IN, OUT), {+IN, $in}, {+OUT, $out} \
2 forall place({+INPLACE , $transitions}, {$tokens}) in $self, +INPLACE
in $in as #inplace exists +INTOKEN in $tokens, token(+INTOKEN) in
$self,
3 forall place({+OUTPLACE, $transitions}, {$tokens}) in $self, +OUTPLACE
in $in as #outplace exists
4 :-
5 forall #inplace exists,
6 forall #outplace exists +OUTTOKEN in $tokens, token(+OUTTOKEN)
?????? 6.3? LMNtal?????????? LMNtal???????????
????? SLIM??????????? 6.4????
?????? 6.4 ?????? 6.3?????????????????????
1 Compiled Rule
2 --atommatch:
3 spec [2, 47]
4 --memmatch:
5 spec [1, 47]
6 findatom [1, 0, ’tr’_2]
7 deref [2, 1, 0, 1]
8 func [2, $out_2]
9 deref [3, 1, 1, 1]
10 func [3, $out_2]
11 deref [4, 2, 0, 0]
12 func [4, $in_2]
13 lockmem [5, 4, null]
14 deref [6, 3, 0, 0]
15 func [6, $in_2]
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16 lockmem [7, 6, null]
17 neqmem [7, 5]
18 deref [8, 4, 1, 0]
19 func [8, ’+’_1]
20 deref [9, 6, 1, 0]
21 func [9, ’+’_1]
22 forallpush [45, [
23 findatom [10, 5, ’+’_1]
24 deref [11, 10, 0, 1]
25 func [11, $in_2]
26 deref [12, 11, 0, 0]
27 func [12, $out_2]
28 deref [13, 12, 1, 1]
29 func [13, $out_2]
30 deref [14, 13, 0, 0]
31 func [14, $in_2]
32 lockmem [15, 14, null]
33 neqmem [15, 5]
34 neqmem [15, 7]
35 deref [16, 14, 1, 0]
36 func [16, ’+’_1]
37 findatom [17, 15, ’+’_1]
38 deref [18, 17, 0, 1]
39 func [18, $in_2]
40 deref [19, 18, 0, 0]
41 func [19, $out_2]
42 deref [20, 19, 1, 0]
43 func [20, ’place’_2]
44 deref [21, 20, 1, 1]
45 func [21, $out_2]
46 deref [22, 21, 0, 0]
47 func [22, $in_2]
48 lockmem [23, 22, null]
49 neqmem [23, 5]
50 neqmem [23, 7]
51 neqmem [23, 15]
52 deref [24, 22, 1, 0]
53 func [24, ’+’_1]
54 forallcommit [45]
55 ], [
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56 findatom [25, 23, ’+’_1]
57 deref [26, 25, 0, 1]
58 func [26, $in_2]
59 deref [27, 26, 0, 0]
60 func [27, $out_2]
61 deref [28, 27, 1, 0]
62 func [28, ’token’_1]
63 existscommit [45]
64 ]]
65 forallpush [29, [
66 findatom [30, 7, ’+’_1]
67 deref [31, 30, 0, 1]
68 func [31, $in_2]
69 deref [32, 31, 0, 0]
70 func [32, $out_2]
71 deref [33, 32, 1, 1]
72 func [33, $out_2]
73 deref [34, 33, 0, 0]
74 func [34, $in_2]
75 lockmem [35, 34, null]
76 neqmem [35, 5]
77 neqmem [35, 7]
78 neqmem [35, 15]
79 neqmem [35, 23]
80 deref [36, 34, 1, 0]
81 func [36, ’+’_1]
82 findatom [37, 35, ’+’_1]
83 deref [38, 37, 0, 1]
84 func [38, $in_2]
85 deref [39, 38, 0, 0]
86 func [39, $out_2]
87 deref [40, 39, 1, 0]
88 func [40, ’place’_2]
89 deref [41, 40, 1, 1]
90 func [41, $out_2]
91 deref [42, 41, 0, 0]
92 func [42, $in_2]
93 lockmem [43, 42, null]
94 neqmem [43, 5]
95 neqmem [43, 7]
? 6? ?? 43
96 neqmem [43, 15]
97 neqmem [43, 23]
98 neqmem [43, 35]
99 deref [44, 42, 1, 0]






106 spec [47, 50]
107 commit ["fire", 0]
108 forallpop [45, [
109 removeatom [25, 23, ’+’_1]
110 removeatom [26, 23, $in_2]
111 removeatom [27, 0, $out_2]







119 forallpop [29, [
120 newatom [46, 43, ’+’_1]
121 newatom [47, 43, $in_2]
122 newatom [48, 0, $out_2]
123 newatom [49, 0, ’token’_1]
124 newlink [46, 0, 47, 1, 43]
125 newlink [47, 0, 48, 0, 43]
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?????? A.1 ??????? (il parser.ypp)
1 %token <LmnInstruction> INST_TK_FORALL_PUSH




6 %type <std::vector<il::InstrArg>> mixed_args;
7 %type <std::vector<il::InstrArg>> mixed_args_;






14 | INST_TK_FORALL_PUSH LBRACKET mixed_args RBRACKET { $$ = Instruction($1, std::move($3));
}








22 /* empty */ { $$ = std::vector<il::InstrArg>(); }
23 | mixed_args_ arg { $1.push_back(std::move($2)); $$ = std::move($1); }




28 /* empty */ { $$ = std::vector<il::InstrArg>(); }
29 | mixed_args_ arg COMMA { $1.push_back(std::move($2)); $$ = std::move($1); }






36 LBRACKET instructions RBRACKET { $$ = il::instr_arg::inst_list(std::move($2)); }
37 ;
?????? A.2 ?????????? (task.cpp)
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6 exec_subinstructions_forallpush(LmnForallRef forall, LmnRuleInstr next_instr)
7 : executed(false), forall(forall), next_instr(next_instr) {}
8
9 slim::vm::interpreter::command_result
10 operator()(slim::vm::interpreter &interpreter, bool result) {
11 if (!executed) {
12 if (result || forall->preserved_reg.size() == 0)
13 return slim::vm::interpreter::command_result::Failure;
14
15 interpreter.instr = next_instr;
16 executed = true;
17 return slim::vm::interpreter::command_result::Trial;
18 } else {






25 struct exec_subinstructions_forallpop {
26 bool executed;
27 LmnRuleInstr next_instr, subinstr_head;
28 LmnForallRef forall;
29
30 exec_subinstructions_forallpop(LmnForallRef forall, LmnRuleInstr subinstr_head,
LmnRuleInstr next_instr)




34 operator()(slim::vm::interpreter &interpreter, bool result) {
35 if (!executed) {
36 if (forall->preserved_reg.size() > 0) {
37 auto registers = forall->preserved_reg.back();
38 forall->preserved_reg.pop_back();
39 for (auto reg_pair: registers) {
40 interpreter.rc->reg(reg_pair.first) = reg_pair.second;
41 }
42 interpreter.instr = subinstr_head;
43 }
44 else {
45 interpreter.instr = next_instr;
46 executed = true;
47 }
48 return slim::vm::interpreter::command_result::Trial;
49 } else {










60 : executed(false) {}
61
62 slim::vm::interpreter::command_result
63 operator()(slim::vm::interpreter &interpreter, bool result) {
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64 if (!executed) {
65 executed = true;
66 return result ? slim::vm::interpreter::command_result::Failure
67 : slim::vm::interpreter::command_result::Success;
68 } else {








77 bool slim::vm::interpreter::exec_command(LmnReactCxt *rc, LmnRuleRef rule,
78 bool &stop) {
79 LmnInstrOp op;
80 READ_VAL(LmnInstrOp, instr, op);








89 case INSTR_FORALL_COMMIT: {
90 LmnInstrVar forall_regmap;
91 READ_VAL(LmnInstrVar, instr, forall_regmap);
92 this->push_stackframe(exec_subinstructions_forallcommit());
93 this->instr = ((LmnForall *)(this->rc->wt(forall_regmap)))->exists_instr;
94 break;
95 }
96 case INSTR_EXISTS_COMMIT: {
97 LmnInstrVar forall_regmap;







105 case INSTR_COMMIT: {
106 lmn_interned_str rule_name;
107
108 READ_VAL(lmn_interned_str, instr, rule_name);
109 SKIP_VAL(LmnLineNum, instr);
110
111 ? // ??
112






119 unsigned int i, n;
120
121 tmp_global_root = lmn_mem_copy_with_map_ex(RC_GROOT_MEM(rc), &copymap);
122
123 /** ??????????????? */
124 auto v = LmnRegisterArray(rc->capacity());
125
126 /** copymap??????????????? */
127 for (i = 0; i < rc->capacity(); i++) {





132 /** ????????????????????, ?????????? */








141 return FALSE; /* matching backtrack! */
142 } else if (RC_GET_MODE(rc, REACT_PROPERTY)) {








151 case INSTR_FORALL_PUSH: {
152 LmnInstrVar forall_regmap;
153 LmnSubInstrSize subinstr_forall_size, subinstr_exists_size;
154 auto instr_head = instr - op;
155 READ_VAL(LmnInstrVar, instr, forall_regmap);
156 READ_VAL(LmnSubInstrSize, instr, subinstr_forall_size);
157 auto forall_head = instr;
158 this->instr += subinstr_forall_size;
159 READ_VAL(LmnSubInstrSize, instr, subinstr_exists_size);
160 auto exists_head = instr;
161 auto next = exists_head + subinstr_exists_size;
162 LmnForallRef forall;
163 forall = new LmnForall(exists_head);
164 this->rc->reg(forall_regmap) = {(LmnWord)forall, 0, TT_FORALL};
165 forall->push_registers(this->rc->work_array);
166 this->push_stackframe(exec_subinstructions_forallpush(forall, next));
167 this->instr = forall_head;
168 break;
169 }
170 case INSTR_FORALL_POP: {
171 LmnInstrVar forall_regmap;
172 LmnSubInstrSize subinstr_size;
173 READ_VAL(LmnInstrVar, instr, forall_regmap);
174 READ_VAL(LmnSubInstrSize, instr, subinstr_size);
175 auto subinstr_head = instr;
176 auto next = instr + subinstr_size;
177 this->instr = instr + subinstr_size;
178 LmnForallRef forall = (LmnForallRef)(this->rc->wt(forall_regmap));
179 this->push_stackframe(exec_subinstructions_forallpop(forall, subinstr_head, next));
180 return true;
181 }
182 case INSTR_FORALL_FREE: {
183 LmnInstrVar forall_regmap;






















204 if (r->register_tt() == TT_ATOM) {
205 if (LMN_ATTR_IS_DATA(r->register_at())) {
206 /* data-atom */






213 } else {
214 r->register_set_wt(
215 (LmnWord)reg.wt); /* new_hlink?????? */
216 }




221 } else if (proc_tbl_get_by_atom(copymap,
222 (LmnSymbolAtomRef)reg.wt, &t)) {
223 /* symbol-atom */
224 r->register_set_wt((LmnWord)t);
225 } else {
226 t = 0;
227 }
228 } else if (r->register_tt() == TT_MEM) {
229 if (reg.wt ==
230 (LmnWord)RC_GROOT_MEM(rc)) { /* ????????? */
231 r->register_set_wt((LmnWord)tmp_global_root);
232 } else if (proc_tbl_get_by_mem(copymap, (LmnMembraneRef)reg.wt,
233 &t)) {
234 r->register_set_wt((LmnWord)t);
235 } else {
236 t = 0;
237 // ??
238 }
239 } else if (r->register_tt() == TT_FORALL) {
240 LmnForallRef fa = (LmnForallRef)reg.wt;
241 LmnForallRef newfa;
242 newfa = new LmnForall(fa->exists_instr);
243 newfa->changed_reg_indices = std::vector<size_t>(fa->changed_reg_indices);
244 newfa->initial_reg = LmnRegisterArray();
245 newfa->preserved_reg = std::vector<std::map<size_t, LmnRegister>>();
246 for (auto initreg: fa->initial_reg) {
247 if (initreg.wt == reg.wt) {




252 newfa->initial_reg.push_back(rewrite_reg(initreg, rc, copymap, tmp_global_root));
253 }
254 for (auto elem: fa->preserved_reg) {
255 std::map<size_t, LmnRegister> map = std::map<size_t, LmnRegister>();
256 for (auto reginfo: elem) {
257 map.insert(std::pair<size_t, LmnRegister>(reginfo.first, rewrite_reg(reginfo.
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10 std::vector<std::map<size_t, LmnRegister>> preserved_reg;
11 private:
12 unsigned int step;
13
14 public:
15 LmnForall(LmnRuleInstr exists_instr) :
16 exists_instr(exists_instr), step(0) {};
17
18 // forallpush?????????????????????????
19 // 1??: initial_reg?????
20 // 2??: initial_reg????????????????????????????
changed_reg_indices????
21 // ??????preserved_reg?????
22 // n(n>2)??: changed_reg_indices?????????? preserved_reg?????
23 void push_registers(LmnRegisterArray regarray) {
24 if (step == 0) {
25 step++;
26 initial_reg = LmnRegisterArray(std::move(regarray));
27 } else if (step == 1) {
28 step++;
29 size_t i;
30 changed_reg_indices = std::vector<size_t>();
31 // record changed_reg_indices
32 for (i = 0; i < regarray.size(); i++) {




37 preserved_reg = std::vector<std::map<size_t, LmnRegister>>();
38 std::map<size_t, LmnRegister> map = std::map<size_t, LmnRegister>();
39 for (auto i: changed_reg_indices) {




44 } else {
45 // refer to changed_reg_indices
46 std::map<size_t, LmnRegister> map = std::map<size_t, LmnRegister>();
47 for (auto i: changed_reg_indices) {









56 typedef LmnForall* LmnForallRef;
57
58 #endif // FORALL_HPP
